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AUDIT REPORT #C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #1: MARCORB allow only emergency service
shop supervisors order material from shop stores as provided
in MCO PII000.7A, par. 4080.3a.

Management Response’: Non-concur. Not all emergency/service
type work is performed exclusively by the E/S shops. For
instance, replacement of window glass and repalr/replacement
of slgs is performed by the paint shop as "ticket work,"
i.e., small jobs less than 16 man-hours and not more than
$200 total cost. This recommendation would prohibit other
shop supervisors from drawing materials to accomplish "ticket
-work." However, one of the integral parts of the mechanized
material issue system, addressed in the Management Response
to Recommendation #2, will satisfy the intent of this recom-
mendation.

Paragraph (a) of the audit report infers that the reviewof 94 tickets was a random sampling of the 120,000 ticketsissued annually. In fact, the sampling was highly selectiveinvolvlng only tickets with multiple issues. The findingsin paragraph (a) do not state where the materials drawn
’against the 61 tickets were used, thus indicating or leavingthe impression that the material was wasted, stolen, etc.
Such is not the case. The current procedure for restockingshop and truck stocks of expendable/nonexpendable materialsis to replenish stock with the ticket which necessitated useof the last item. For instance, an electrician would keep8-10 switches on his truck which would be adequate to complete8-10 "tickets." He would replenish his stock on the final
ticket. It is not practical, economically feasible, or
reasonable to draw each switch as needed. Since the over-
whelming majority of "ticket" work is charged to the Emergency/Service standing job order number, the charge for replenishingstock would be appropriately lodged against the E/S JON.The fact that excess material was drawn against 61 ticketsdoes not indicate misuse or waste of materials but ratherindicates that the auditor selected 94 tickets on the basisof "multlple issues" and did not consider the hundreds ofother tickets that were also completed with no materialissues.

A summary review of tickets shows that $1,250,000 worthof material was used to complete approximately 120,000
tickets. This equates to an average ticket material cost of$10.41 per ticket. A detailed review of 100 completed tickets
randomly selected fro the facility history file revealed thefollowlng:





I, 17 tlukets had nonexpendable materlal drawn against
he otailng $157.22. Obvlously, none of the sampled tickets
eeeded $200 in material costs.

2, No expendable material was drawn against any of
he i00 tickets.

Para@aph (b) of the findings states that the required
Material is not listed on the ticket by the shop supervisor.
The current procedure is to record on the back of the ticket
6niy the material drawn from shop stores against that ticket.
ems Used from bin stock are not recorded on the ticket
beeause there is no requirement nor would the information be
werth the time required to do such. Further, it is not
faslbie, practical or reasonable to expect or require the
perwlsor to "validate" material requirements for ticket work.

ar&gaph (b} further states that only moderate stocks
6 lowcost, fast-moving, expendable items (e.g., nails,
s and bolts, friction tape, solder, etc.) may be main-
talned in the respective work centers to accomplish work
&Uthorized by standing Job orders and that such stocks
will be ordered by the scheduler against the appropriate
tanding ob order, as per paragraph 4080.3b of MCO PII000.7B.
.The uldance provided in MOO Pl1000.7B, Real Property Facilities
Maintenance Manual, is predicated on an assumption that there
iS a shop stores outlet in the vicinity of the work center.
Such is not the ease for 5 of the 9 Emergency Service Shops
lh Base Maintenance Department. However, if a shop stores
butiet was co-located with each work center/shop, it would not
preclude the necessity to keep a routine supply of expendable
nd nonexpendable bin stock material on rucks and in shops.
Further, MOO PII000.7B is somewhat contradictory in defining
Who Will draw the bin stock. While paragraph 4080.3b states
that the scheduler will order, paragraph 4042.5 states that
"materlal required ojobs accomplished under the authority
f Standing Job orders normally are obtained for work centers
by the shop planners of the M&R Division." The scheduler or
8hop planner would not be kndledgable of the material require-
Ments for E/S work. The supervisor of the particular shop is
the knowledgable individual concerning material requirements.
Further, the shops must maintain moderate stocks of fast-
oving nonexpendable material items as well as moderate
tocks of expendable supplies/materials. Otherwise, each
service call/ticket would require a trip to shop stores to
-draw materials. Such is not practlcal nor feasible and would
only result into a tremendous increase in maintenance cost
(moee labor per ticket} with no resulting increase in manage-
ment control or other’benefits.
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The audit findings in paragraph (b} (I) provide a listing
of examples with excessive materials drawn against tickets.
It is recognized that the total cost of material charges
for-the specific examples exceed the authorized amount for
a ticket. However, the nature and type of items does not
indicate any misuse or waste. The items drawn were for
restocking bin stocks of nonexpendable items used daily by
the emergency/servlce shops. Future procurement and s,ocking
will be in accordance with procedures as outlined in the
Management Response to Audit Recommendation #5.

Paragraph (b)(2) cites materlal drawn on cancelled tickets.
The first exa0ple cited manila rope and wiping rags drawn against
a ticket that was written to repair a screw type vise in
Building 1700, Central Heating. The vise could not be repaired
because the nut on the vise screw could not be duplicated by
the sop and consequently the ticket was cancelled. The
unreprable screw from the vise still remains in the machine
shop. That ticket was also used to draw the consumable
supplies (rope and rags) which are routinely used in the
machine shop. Though there appears to be no culpability, the
procedure for drawing expendable supplies requires modifica-
tion as previously stated.

The second example of material drawn against a cancelled
ticket involved the electric distribution shop. The shop
used that particular ticket to draw a moderate stock of
material. The work was accomplished on a Preventive
Maintenance job order and the ticket was later cancelled
when it was learned that the light had already been repaired.
No waste or impropriety was discovered.

Paragraph (b)(3} cites materlal drawn after work completion
date shown on ticket. Such instances are not unusual because
quite often the work is accomplished and material stocks are
replenished two or three days later. The work ticket comple-
tion date is the actual date work is completed. In many
instances, such as in Family Housing, the work is completed
before the ticket is received if it is urgent or of an emer-
gency nature. In many cases the ticket will take a full day
to reach the E/S shop from the Family Housing Work Reception
Center.

The examples cited in paragraph (b)(4} of materials drawn
for maintenance trucks and shop stocks are valid requirements.
It is recognized that the dollar amount exceeds that authorized
for a.ticket and action is being taken to correct same.





Paragraph (c) of the audit findings states that tickets
are written in ii different locations through MARCORB with
little control over their issue or use. Work tickets are
written by S-4 personnel in the outlying areas and by civilian
work receptionists at MCAS(H), Hadnot Point and in the
Family Housing Work Reception Center, during normal working
hours. The tickets are then passed to the appropriate shop
for accomplishment. While absolute accountability is not
maintained for each E/S ticket, adequate control does exist.
Further, the employees are required to sign their name
legibly on the issue sheet at shop stores. It is incumbent
upon the shop stores issue clerk to ensure that such occurs.
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AUDIT REPORT # C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #2: MARCORB develop a mechanized program to
rovid a complete list of all materials drawn against WGC
01, 02, and 03, to include badge number of individuals draw-
Ingmaterial, standing job order number, and ticket number
authorizing the work.

Management Response Concur. The development of a mechanized
aterial’isse system initiated by the Base Maintenance
Department, should be fully implemented by 30 March 1978.
The system will utilize a credit card with employee name and
code, and will identify materials issued to an employee by
Job order number, Federal Stock Number, quantity and Engllsh
description of the item. -In order to draw materials for
"ticket work" or bin stock, employees will be required to
present their credit card, work authorization and a shopping
list very similar to the self-service shopping list form. The
shopping list will show each item and the location materials
are to be used; ile., bin stock, building number, etc.
In the case of bin stock, the materials will be drawn to
replenish a pre-established inventory in the shop or truck.
.A copy of the shopping llst will be returned to the shop
supervisor and a copy will be forwarded to the Base Maintenance
Finance and Accounting Office. This system has been developed
in conjunction with Base Mat Bn and ASC personnel over the
past five months. A complete material control procedural
manual will be developed for use by Base Maintenance personnel.

The control procedures cited above will provide reasonable
and adequate, but not absolute, assurance as to the safe-
guarding of materlals against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition and reasonable assurance that management’s policies
and objectives are being complied with. The concept of reason-
able assurance recognizes that the cost of any system of
internal control should not exceed the benefits derived and
also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors neces-
.sarily requireM estimates and judgments by management.
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BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #3: MARCORB establish and maintain a llst of
person6[ authorized to draw materlals in shop stores and
require indivlduals to identify themselves.

Management Response: Concur. The mechanized system as cited
in-response to Recommendation #2 will accomplish this action.
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AUDIT REPORT # C42837

ASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #4 MARCORB limit labor and material cost of
ticket work to $200 as required by MCO Pl1000.7A, par 4042.4b.

ManagementResponse: Non-concur. The $200.00 total cost
llmitatlon on E/S "ticket" work has been the subject of
discussion at several conferences and workshops over the past
two years. The consensus of opinion at the East Coast
Facilities Maintenance Workshop held March 1977 at MCAS(H),
New River was that the guidelines should be $200.00 for
material Only and 16 man-hours/2 shops." The change has not
yet been formally approved and issued by HQMC. FONECON with
Mr. E. T Lyons (HQMC, Code LFF) indicates he is recommending
this change to the Marine Corps order. Obviously, the llmit
should have been changed some years earlier since 16 hours
labor approximates $170.00 in many cases thereby leaving only
$30.00 for materials. Other services have increased the
materlals cost llmitation on E/S work to as much as $500.
It should be noted that the occasional exceeding of $200 in
a volume Of 120,000 tickets per year does not indicate
negllgance, misappropriation or wastefulness on the use of
government resources.





AUDIT REPORT # C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #5: RCORB limit truck and shop stock of
materials to accomplish ticket work to modest stocks of low-
cost, fast-moving, expendable items as provided in MCO
PI1000.TA, par. 4080.3b, and establish a job order to
capture their cost.

Management Response: Concur. Inventory limits will be
stablished for all Base Maintenance shops and service trucks.
However, because of the unit of issue, not all items of bin
stock will be "low cost." For instance, copper tubing and
electrical wire come in units of a ro11. The Base Maintenance
Officer will also establish a list of fast-moving, high-
demand, nonexpendable items to be included in the inventory
llmits as well as an authorized inventory of expendable bin
stock items. Additionally, appropriate specific job orders
will be issued each shop for procurement of approved quantities
of expendable/nonexpendable bin stock material.

The excessive materials referred to in paragraph b of the
report were materials drawn on that ticket to replenish fast-
moving, hlgh-demand items usually stocked on the vehicle or
’in the shop. In some instances, the materials drawn in the
cited examples were in prepackaged amounts. Window glass
is prepackaged and is required to be drawn in the quantities
indicated for safety purposes.





AUDIT REPORT # C 42837

BASE. MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #6 : Deleted.





BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #7: MARCORB inventory all materials in BMD
and take appropriate action to return materials to shop stores
for credit and establish accountability for material which
cannot be returned for credit.

ManagementResponse: Concur. A complete inventory of materialsin Base Maintenance Department has been conducted. Stock
items have been returned and non-stock or used items with no
foreseehble use have been delivered to Defense Property
Disposal Officer.

This department concurs with the recommendation and
corrective measures have been taken. The department does not
concur with some of the audit findings in support thereof.
The materials referred to by the auditors are not considered
to be "unauthorized" materials. The items were purchased
with year-end funds at the equest of the Family Housing
Officer to enhance the FY 78 flnanclal position by utilizing
FY 77 funds (year-end funds). All of the materials identified
are required for the adequate maintenance of family quarters
and represent yearly demand requirements within the family
housing area.

The materials are stored primarily in Building 1501
with some stockage at the various Emergency Service shops.
These areas are considered secure with access limited to
authorized personnel. This Department feels that the controls
exercised by supervisory personnel are sufficient to preclude
pilferage..

The $86,062 represents the year-end purchase of materials
as requested by Family Housing. This sum is not considered
to be excessive in light of the fat that approximately
$500,000 is expended annually for materials in the family
housing area alone.

The auditor’s statement regarding the discarding of
material is of concern to this office, however, the actions
ofthe auditor at the time and subsequent to the incident may
have jeopardized resolution of the matter. Requests were
made of the auditor for further statements on the specifics
of the incident, and an appropriate investigation will be
conducted.
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The Base Maintenance Department is. aware of the problems
encountered by the year-end purchase of the large quantities
of material and its effect on the demand system. The question
of its future use must be addressed at Marine Corps Base
level to determine if an alternate solution can be found
ithout adverse impact on the maintenance of family quarters.
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AUDIT REPORT # C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #8: MARCORB stock only low-cost, fast-movlng,
expendable items .in BMD as provided by MCO PI1000.TA, par.
4080.3.

Management Re.sponse: Concur. Inventory limits will be
established as discussed in recommendation #5.





AUDIT REPORT # C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #9: 531RCORB request shop stores to stockitem when recurring demands are sufficient to warrantsockage.

Management Response: Concur.
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AUDIT REPORT # C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #10: LRCORB change urrent procedures usedfor procurin’g materials for the paint shops, and developprocedures that will capture accurate costs, as required byMCO PII000.TA, par. 4080.3b, and enable management toevaluate performances of the planning and estimating branchand the paint shop.

_Management ResponseS. Concur. This item was discussed withthe Base Maintenance Officer during the audit and wascorrected Immedlately

The findings to support the above recommendation aremisleading and indicates that the paln shop routinely stockslarge excessive quantities of paint. The 5,000 gallons 6fpaint reported in the paint shop mixing room was true.However, the auditor failed to record whether the paintwas excess or paint waiting to be applled. 1,085 gallonswas road stripping paint drawn from Shop Shores on a joborder and awaiting suitable weather for appllcatlon. 255gallons was dry spray paint left over from a previous job.This paint is not stocked by Shop Stores, therefore it cannotbe returned and is being held until a suitable job order(i.e. theater or fleld house) is received. 65 gallons wasflat black left over from a previous job that was canceleddueto improper palnt being ordered. This paint is being usedto paint welding shop areas and to black out road strippingWhen reamsted. The remaining paint on hand is used to fillorders for self help and Bas Maintenance jobs. Approxlma-rely 1,000.gallons during a routine monthdrawn, mixed andused. During the week ending 4 February, 875 gallons wasissued for self help alone. Paint is normally and preferablydrawn on a pallet lot basis (240 gallons), to facilitatehandllng. Basic white is drawn and coloradded to providethe various colors approved aboard the base. A standardamount (150-200 gallons).of each basic color is stocked forimmediate use. Approximately 120 gallons is required topaint a barracks, therefore 1000 to 1500 gallons mixed paintis not considered an excess for day to day issue, especiallyduring warm seasons and upcoming IG imspectlons.





AUDIT REPORT #.C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #Ii: MARCORB establish a maximum on hand
quan’tity of ’paint required by the paint shop for working
stock.

Management R@sponse: Concur. Maximum inventory limits are
desirable and will be established to accommodate routine
maintenance operations. However, it will be necessary to
deviate during periods of high usage such as during prepara-
tion for major inspections and other times when extensive
self help projects are ongoing.
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BASE M2%INTENANCE DEPAR4T
Recommendation %12: MARCORB examine the current paint
inventory at BM and excess all paint that has no known
requirement as provided by MCO PII000.7A, par. 4080.3b.

Management Response: Concur. Paint above known requirements
will be reduced through demand issues.
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AUDIT REPORT #. C42837

BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation #13: MARCORB establish procedures to compare
aterlals drawn with materials required by nomenclature and
quantity for estimated Job orders on a sample basis.

anagement Response: Non-concur. The source data providing
the basis for this recommendation is not valid. A review of
the examples cited revealed the following:

Example 1

JOS Job Description

2441 Install new toaster outlets behind serving
llne and install one duplex receptacle.

The DSSC material issue listing cited two 4 X 12
alumlnum sheets were charged to job order 2441 while the
offlcial fiscal record did not show a charge for same. The
flscal program would not accept the charge because the shop
drawing the material was not authorized on job order 2441.
When such an instance occurs, the fiscal officer contacts
Base Maintenance Finance and Accounting Branch to obtain the
correct Job order number. The two sheets of aluminum were
actually charged to job order 2375, miscellaneous maintenance
and service. The DSSC issue records are not retroactively
corrected. The material was drawn by Mr. R. F. Lanier,
Sheetmetal Shop. To assume that the material was erroneously
charged to job order 2375 is unreasonable.

Example 2

JOS Job Description

2662 Remove equipment from Water Treatment Plant
laboratory and reinstall in Building 66,
Utilities Monitoring Laboratory.

A 200 amp electrlcal cicult box was cited as a charge against
this Job order. The panel was required and was installed in
Building 66 to provide adequate power for the. laboratory
equipment. The initial job order was amended because addltional
new equipment was procured by the Natural Resources Division
and had to be installed. The material list accompanying
the initial job order only listed "miscellaneous material"
which was proper and "adequate for the type of work. The
amendment to the Job order cited the additional nmterial
used.





’e.xample 3

JOS Job Description

3656 Repair compressor on alr-condltioning
system, Building 524

The records show two rolls (150 lbs.) of copper wire
drawn on this job order. The Job order was issued as an"open end" job order to repair the air-conditloning system
because it was an emergency situation. A prior estimate on
work of this type isimpossible because the air-conditlonlngcompressor is a sealed unit, but secondly, time will not
permit such when an air conditioning system is down in a
messha11. The nit is a 50 hp, and while notaall of the two
rolls of wire are required for that motor, the coils must be
wound in parallel, which requires using from two separate
rolls at the same time. The amendment to the "open end"
job order reflected the exact amount of material drawn.

Example 4

JOS Job Descripion
2523 Fabricate one storage bin.

This was similar to example I, where the DSSC issue
records show two barrels of general purpose lube oil issued
but was finally charged to job order 2323. The error resulted
from someone transposing a "5" for a "3." The correct job
order was 2323. The final charge to job order 2323 was
proper since it was for maintenance of water wells. Trans-
posing a digit is not an uncommon happening but the system
would-not permit the charge on the fiscal records because
the shop was incorrect for the job order.

EXamples 5 and 6

JOS

3505

3553

Job Description

Landscape main gate area.

Procure fertilizer for golf course.

Similar to example 4, where the error was corrected
before charged to the fiscal records because the shop was
not loaded for the particular job order and the fiscal
program would not accept the charge. The errors cited are
not uncommon when considering that the shpp personnel are
dealing with thousands of job orders annually and any one of
the fourteen digits of a Job order will produce an error.





A review of materials drawn with materials authorized
by. nomenclature would be a fruitless search producing the
same results as cited above. The specific job order is only
an estimate in the beginning and the supervisor or mechanics
ust have the right to substitute when certain material is
not available or when more suitable or economical materials
can be used.

The fiscal system, as designed, will not permit shops to
draw materials unless previously authorized on the specific
Job order. When such occurs, the Finance and Accounting
Supervisor does in fact investigate to the extent necessary
to determine the proper job order.

An alternate solution is to prevent the occurance as
opposed to after the fact reviews. This can and will be
accomplished through a combination of initiatives. First,
the credit card, as described under response to recommendation
#2, will clearly identify the person and shop, and if not
authorized, materials will not be issued. Secondly, Shop
Stores personnel will be requested not to issue unless
personnel have proper authorization to draw material, ie.,
ticket or specific ob order.. This is standard procedure at

’present, but will be formally requested.

Additionally, MCO PII000.7, par 5030.2b provides guide-
llnes for investigating variances on specific Job orders.
It is felt that the alternate solution cited above and
investigation of variances as prescribed by current guide-
lines will.be more than adequat to meet the intent of
recomm6ndation 13.
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AUDIT REPORT # C42837
BASE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Recommendation %14: CMC consider including in MCO PII000.TAa requirement to make sot comparisons of materials drawnwith materlals required on estimated job orders.
Management ResPOnSe : Non-concur. {Same as response torecoendation |13.)
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